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next: what?

What is an Experiment?

An experiment is something you do to test an idea.

next: differences

Testing for Differences

Some ideas people in wearable computing might want to test:

Do wearable computers help people keep appointments?
Do subliminal cues improve memory performance?

In general, one might imagine that we want to see what difference a
wearable computer makes.

next: conditions
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Experimental Conditions

In order to find the difference, one contrasts the case of the wearable
with something else:

Do wearable computers help people keep appointments?

How well do people keep appointments without wearables?

Do subliminal cues improve memory performance?

How well do people do on the memory task without subliminal 
cues?

These contrasting cases are called "conditions". The one that involves a
wearable might typically be considered the "experimental condition",
and the other one would be called the "control condition".

next: null hypotheses

The Null Hypothesis

The idea that "there is no difference" between performance on 
experimental and control conditions is often called "the null
hypothesis".

Do wearable computers help people keep appointments?

How well do people keep appointments without wearables?

They keep appointments about as well either way.

Do subliminal cues improve memory performance?

How well do people do on the memory task without subliminal 
cues?

The subliminal cues have no effect on the memory task.

In research, one frequently hopes to reject the null hypothesis.

next: experiment
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Constructing an Experiment

In order to reject the null hypothesis, you collect data from all of your
conditions, and then do statistical tests that compare your sets of data.

Do wearable computers help people keep appointments?

How well do people keep appointments without wearables?

They keep appointments about as well either way.

Have some people set up appointments. Count how many keep
them.

Do subliminal cues improve memory performance?

How well do people do on the memory task without subliminal 
cues?

The subliminal cues have no effect on the memory task.

Show some pictures with a subliminal cue, and some without, and 
count how many are correctly recognized.

next: experimental design

Designing the Experiment

Different questions provoke different experimental designs.

Have some people set up appointments. Count how many keep
them.

Are subjects using their own preferred appointment-keeping 
mechanism, or does the experimenter tell them how to set up the
appointment?

Show some pictures with a subliminal cue, and some without, and 
count how many are correctly recognized.

Which pictures are shown in which condition?

next: one-tailed vs two-tailed designs
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One-Tailed vs. Two-Tailed Design

If you think you know that the difference between your control and
experimental conditions will be in a particular direction, you can use a
"one-tailed" design. If you just hope there will be *some* difference,
but don’t want to commit to what direction the difference will be in,
you must use a "two-tailed" design.

Do subliminal cues improve memory performance? One-tailed 
design.

Do subliminal cues affect memory performance? Two-tailed 
design.

One-tailed tests make it easier to reject the null hypothesis, as long as
you are correct about which direction the difference lies in.

It is intellectually dishonest to do a one-tailed test if you didn’t a priori
expect the difference to be in the direction that was then observed.

next: human subjects
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Using Human Subjects

Many wearable-computer questions involve human subjects.

People are complicated.

Have some people set up appointments. Count how many keep
them.

Are subjects using their own preferred appointment-keeping 
mechanism, or does the experimenter tell them how to set up the
appointment?

Not all experimental subjects are created equal. In order to describe this
phenomenon well, you may need to uses several axes of comparison:

things to compare:

the mechanism of appointment-keeping
whether users of different preferences perform differently
whether using one’s mechanism of preference (regardless of what 
that is) affects performance

Your institution probably has an "Institutional Review Board" and/or a
"Human Subjects Committee". Be sure to contact them and comply
with their regulations!

next: between-subjects design
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Between-Subjects Design

In "between-subjects" design, some people are run in the "control"
condition, and others are in the "experimental" condition.

Have some people set up appointments. Count how many keep
them.

In such a design, the "experimental" condition might involve giving
some subjects people wearable computers programmed with the 
appointment, while the "control" might involve giving them written
appointment cards.

next: within-subjects design

Within-Subjects Design

You can also do experiments where the same subject experiences both
experimental and control conditions. These are called "within-subject"
designs.

Such designs can minimize issues that arise because people differ.

Have some people set up appointments. Count how many keep
them.

Have the same subject set up multiple appointments, some noted on the
wearable and some on the piece of paper.

Be careful to balance the design for the order in which appointments 
appear!

next: randomness and balance
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Randomness vs. Balance

Randomness and balance are important experimental issues.

Show some pictures with a subliminal cue, and some without, and 
count how many are correctly recognized.

It is tempting to just randomize things. But if you have twenty trials of
two conditions (cued and uncued) and you "just randomize" them, you
will not necessarily then end up with ten trials in each condition.

Because having even numbers in your various conditions is often 
important for statistical testing, you should "balance" your design
rather than "randomizing" it. This means that you should make sure
that all the permutations work out evenly:

Each subject should see half cued and half uncued pictures.
Each picture should be cued for half the subjects and uncued for 
the other half.

next: factors

Minimizing the Effects of Uninteresting Factors

Balanced designs help minimize the effects of uninteresting factors.

Show some pictures with a subliminal cue, and some without, and 
count how many are correctly recognized.

Which pictures are shown in which condition?

We are presumably not interested in discovering that:

some people have better memories than others
some stimuli are more memorable than others

Even with a balanced design, though, you may find that you need quite
a few trials and quite a few subjects to get good data. Be prepared for
the potential scope of your experiment!

next: graph your data
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Graphing your Data

Now that I have some data, what do I do with it?

Plot it out visually. Try drawing various kinds of graphs, charts, and
histograms, of various combinations and permutations of your data.

Once you understand the data, you will need to test it statistically.

next: statistical tests

Statistical Testing

What sort of statistical tests should I do? There are so many....

Appropriate testing depends on aspects of your design:

how many conditions
what type of measurements

as well as on how the data turned out:

is it normally distributed
are the standard deviations the same among conditions

Make friends with neighborhood applied mathematicians or 
experimental scientists. For HCI issues, your local psychology
department is probably full of friends.

next: p-value
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Significance and p-values

How do I interpret my results?

There’s a measurement called the "p-value" which a statistical test 
returns. The p-value indicates how likely it is that you would have seen
the difference between your experimental and control conditions if the
null hypothesis were actually true.

The smaller the p-value, the more likely it is that the difference 
between your experimental condition and your control condition is the
result of a "real" difference, and not random chance.

In the behavioral sciences, there’s a tradition that the value at which
one can publish is p <= .05 -- so less than a 5% chance that you would
have gotten this data if the difference were not really there.

next: pilot experiments

Pilot Experiments

What do I do if my experiment didn’t work?

Show some pictures with a subliminal cue, and some without, and 
count how many are correctly recognized.

Out of all the pictures you chose to show, it may be that some are so
inherently memorable that people recognize them regardless of the
condition in which they appear. These would be considered "outlier
stimuli", and may cloud the significance of a genuine effect.

There’s a tradition of running "pilot" experiments, which test out one’s
design as well as one’s hypotheses. If you think you really do have an
effect, but your experiment failed to demonstrate it conclusively -- call
what you’ve done a "pilot", and revisit your design to see if you can
create a better experiment.

Hint: if your p-value is between .05 and .1, you may be able to
demonstrate significance with a better-designed experiment.

the end of the lecture, and on with the workshop!


